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Abstract

The repose of granular materials is investigated via two different Discrete Element Method (DEM)
implementations in comparison with an experimental reference from a recently proposed bench-
mark setup. On a methodological standpoint, a rigorous measurement method of the angle of repose
(AOR) is first proposed for plane-strain and axisymmetric conditions as encountered in the refer-
ence experiments. Additionally, two systematic procedures are designed in order to also determine
the void ratio of the heap, as a fundamental property of granular matter possibly influencing the
AOR. A physical discussion is then developed on the role of particle shape, considering the non-
spherical nature of reference particles with a convexity value of C = 0.954. Adoping non-convex
multi-spheres aggregates (i.e. clumps), the first DEM modelling approach successfully predicts the
AOR within a 8% tolerance. After a convex simplification that neglects local concavities, another
approach based on potential particles underestimates to a greater extent the AOR, bringing it down
from 35.95 ± 0.88◦ to 31.26 ± 0.95◦. For the loading setup(s) at hand, the AOR is eventually
shown to bear no constitutive nature. It is for instance independent of initial void ratio but is still
different than the critical friction angle. The latter may actually serve as a lower bound for the
process-dependent AOR. These conclusions are drawn from a statistical analysis of a large set of
results, accounting for the random nature of the microscopic arrangement in the studied process.
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1 Introduction1

Under loading, particulate matter strains in the2

form of a fluid-like flow as long as the applied load3

is high enough. Then, once loading no longer pre-4

vails against internal dissipation in terms of energy5

input, particulate matter comes at rest in a solid-6

like heap configuration, especially in the absence7

of cohesion or adhesion. The corresponding slope,8

expressed in terms of an angle of repose (AOR),9

rules the spatial extents of the deposit for a given10

matter quantity. The AOR is therefore of inter-11

est for countless applications involving particulate12

materials, for instance the design of industrial13

facilities for granular-conveying processes, or the14

prediction of the coverage of natural deposits after15

e.g. snow or rock avalanches. Several standard-16

ised measurement procedures have been proposed17

in the literature to measure the AOR of granu-18

lar materials employing empirical and geometrical19

concepts [1, 2] but they unfortunately often lead20

to inconsistent results, as demonstrated in [3], and21

new measurement devices are still being proposed22

[4]. As such, an one-to-one correlation of the AOR23

to theoretically-established mechanical properties24

is not always demonstrated even though the AOR25

may be often considered as a material property,26

e.g. in [5] in geotechnics or in [6, 7] for the purpose27

of DEM calibration. A part of the complexity cer-28

tainly stems from an influence of non-constitutive29

parameters such as the heap construction history30

[8] and possible geometrical effects [9, 10]. The lat- 31

ter comes in addition to the more natural influence 32

of physical microscopic properties such as particle 33

shape [11, 12] and contact friction [11, 9, 12], as 34

well as mesoscopic ones, such as fabric [12]. Last, 35

it should be noted that granular heaps may not 36

systematically conform to a linear slope [13, 14] 37

which may prevent one to define a single-valued 38

AOR. 39

Following up on these previous works, the 40

aim of the present manuscript is twofold. First, 41

rigorous simulation and measurement methods 42

are proposed in order to ease evergoing AOR 43

studies. Second, with the help of these meth- 44

ods, an in-depth study is conducted in order to 45

gain further insights on the AOR variations with 46

respect to physical parameters. The present anal- 47

ysis combines the use of two Discrete Element 48

Method (DEM) approaches and existing experi- 49

mental results recently proposed by the Japanese 50

Geotechnical Society (JGS) as part of a round 51

robin series of tests [4, 15]. 52

The remainder of the article is as follows. 53

Section 2 first recalls the JGS reference experi- 54

ments [4] and the two DEM formulations which 55

are both executed within the YADE code [16] but 56

differ in the way the exact shape of the grains is 57

described. Section 3 then introduces new meth- 58

ods enhancing AOR studies, namely a systematic 59

definition of the AOR value after detection of the 60
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external slope and versatile measurement meth-61

ods of the packing compacity (void ratio) of the62

heap since the latter is a fundamental property63

of granular matter. It also provides a discus-64

sion on computational aspects of the two DEM65

approaches used to simulate the same JGS exper-66

iments. Section 4 finally provides new insights on67

the role of some physical parameters on the AOR68

value, after conducting a large number of DEM69

simulations interpreted in a statistics fashion for70

the sake of robust conclusions.71

2 Reference benchmark72

experiments and DEM73

formulations74

2.1 Reference benchmark75

experiments76

Measurements of AOR data have been recently77

proposed by the JGS as part of a round robin test78

organised within the activities of Technical Com-79

mittee 105 (TC105: Geo-Mechanics from Micro80

to Macro) of the International Society for Soil81

Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ISS-82

MGE) [4] and will serve here as reference. In83

a first step, data only included an experimen-84

tal characterization of the granular material at85

hand, together with properties of the two experi-86

mental setups used for AOR measurement, before87

that blind DEM predictions of the AOR values88

could be proposed by international participants to 89

the round robin and compared with experimental 90

values [15]. 91

An artificial granular material was considered 92

with non-spherical particles made of 3D-printing 93

resin. Particles constituting the mono-dispersed 94

material resemble a tetrahedral arrangement of 95

four spheres clumped together (see Figure 1). Indi- 96

vidual spheres have a radius of rs = 0.3101 cm, 97

while each global particle is inscribed in a radius 98

rclump = 0.5 cm. 99

Fig. 1: Physical particle made of 4 clumped
spheres.

The considered AOR setups consist of two 100

devices in the form of either a cylindrical (see 101

Figure 2) or cuboidal (see Figure 3) container with 102

acrylic walls, aiming to compare how the AOR 103

varies for heaps of different geometries. For the 104

cylindrical case forming an axisymmetric configu- 105

ration, the container encloses the particles before 106

the surrounding wall is lowered until a small, 107
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final, height of 1 cm. For the second device cor-108

responding to a plane-strain configuration of the109

repose state, the cuboidal box encloses the parti-110

cles initially, until one of the side walls is removed111

upwards, leaving eventually only a fixed 0.5 cm112

ridge to retain the lowest particles on that side.113

The reference number of particles, walls’ velocity114

and boxes’ dimensions are given in Table 1 for115

both configurations, as per the specifications of116

the round robin test. These parameters were also117

set to different values for some series of simulations118

in this study, see Section 4.5 for what concerns119

the number of particles and boxes’ dimensions or120

Appendix C for the walls’ velocity.121

2.2 DEM shape description with122

clump and potential particles123

approaches124

2.2.1 Clumps of spheres125

In line with the physical particles at hand (see126

Figure 1), a first DEM approach adopts the tra-127

ditional multi-sphere technique to simulate non-128

spherical particles. A rigid agglomeration of four129

spheres is created to reflect the particle morphol-130

ogy as a so-called clump, e.g. as shown in [17].131

This technique leads to an increased total number132

of discrete elements in a simulation, compared to133

the number of physical particles, however it ben-134

efits from the low computational cost of collision135

detection among spheres. To define the inertial136

properties of a clump, many DEM codes still 137

simply add the masses of the clump members 138

and directly combine their inertia matrices, which 139

leads to an overestimation in the case of clumps 140

with overlapping members, like the one adopted 141

to simulate the present 3D-printed particle. To 142

mitigate this issue, methods to adjust the den- 143

sity of each sphere-member have been proposed 144

in the literature, such as the one of Ferellec and 145

McDowell [18] to correct mass and inertia at the 146

cost of some pre-processing efforts. YADE, along 147

with PFC, provide an alternative solution, where a 148

three-dimensional grid of voxels is generated in the 149

bounding box of the particle, and it is evaluated 150

for each voxel whether it belongs to at least one 151

sphere-member of the clump. For the particles at 152

hand in this study, a grid size of 1000×1000×1000 153

voxels is used to estimate the volume (and thus the 154

mass) and inertia tensor, with negligible discreti- 155

sation error induced by the grid resolution, since 156

finer grids led to the same inertial properties. 157

2.2.2 Potential particles 158

While the above clump approach is a straightfor- 159

ward DEM strategy for describing the physical 160

particles at hand (Figure 1), a comparison is car- 161

ried out with a second approach using the so-called 162

“potential particles” introduced by Houlsby [19], 163

and extended to three-dimensions by Boon et al. 164

[20]. The potential particles are generalised convex 165
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Fig. 2: Initial (left) and final (right) states of the heap in the axisymmetric configuration.

Fig. 3: Initial (left) and final (right) state of the heap in the plane strain configuration.

non-spherical particles, assembled as a combina-166

tion of 2nd degree polynomial functions and a167

fraction of a sphere, while their edges are rounded168

with a user-defined radius. In line with their inher-169

ent restriction to convexity, rather common in170

DEM with complex shapes, e.g. as in [8], the171

additional consideration of using potential parti-172

cles will illustrate the mechanical implications of173

neglecting the concavity of the physical particles 174

to the AOR. 175

For the exact definition of a potential particle, 176

as detailed in Boon et al. [20], a set of N planes 177

are assembled such that their normal vectors point 178

outwards, with their interior forming a convex 179

polytope. These planes are summed quadratically 180

and expanded by a distance r, which is also related 181

to the radius of the curvature at the corners. 182
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Table 1: Default configuration of AOR simulations

Configuration Initial number of particles Side wall velocity Container height Container width

Axisymmetric Npart = 2, 468 Vcyl = 6.67 · 10−4 m/s Hcyl = 9 · 10−2 m Rcyl = 8 · 10−2 m
Plane strain Npart = 2, 150 Vpar = 4.3 · 10−2 m/s Hpar = 1.9 · 10−1 m Lpar = 1 · 10−1 m

Furthermore, a ’shadow’ spherical term is added,183

where R is its radius and 0 < k ≤ 1 denotes the184

fraction of sphericity of the particle. A value of185

k ≈ 0 corresponds to a nearly sharp polyhedron,186

while k = 1 corresponds to a perfectly spherical187

particle.188

A potential particle is eventually defined by a189

potential function f as in Equation 1:190

f(x, y, z) =(1− k)

(
N∑

i=1

⟨aix+ biy + ciz − di⟩2
r2

− 1

)

+ k

(
x2 + y2 + z2

R2
− 1

)

(1)

where (ai, bi, ci) is the normal vector of the ith191

plane in local particle coordinates, di is the dis-192

tance of the plane to the local origin and ⟨ ⟩ are193

Macaulay brackets, i.e., ⟨x⟩ = x for x > 0; ⟨x⟩ = 0194

for x ≤ 0.195

This potential function takes zero values (f =196

0) on the particle surface, negative values (f < 0)197

inside the particle and positive values (f > 0) out-198

side. In this sense, some similarity can be found199

with the Level-Set Discrete Element Method (LS-200

DEM) [21, 22, 23] where the potential is the actual201

distance function, unlike here. The contact point202

between two potential particles is found as the203

optimal point of a Second Order Conic optimi- 204

sation Problem (SOCP) describing the contact 205

detection problem, representing a point nearest 206

to both the particles, based on their potential 207

functions. 208

Here, the mathematical formulation of the 209

potential particles enables one to approximate the 210

given particle shape by a rounded tetrahedron. To 211

decide which planes to use in order to assemble 212

the potential particle of the 3D-printed material, 213

two criteria were considered, a physical and a 214

practical one, with the latter aiming to achieve 215

post-processing convenience: (1) First, the poten- 216

tial particle should capture the morphology of the 217

physical particle as faithfully as possible in terms 218

of size, surface curvature, mass and inertia of the 219

given physical particle, or other shape descriptors 220

such as the sphericity; (2) To achieve comparable 221

results with the clump models, for the evaluation 222

of the AOR, it is convenient for each potential par- 223

ticle to be monitored via four points being located 224

at the same positions than the centers of the four 225

spheres making the tetrahedron. Thus, it is sought 226

that the potential particle has a straightforward 227

analogy to this format. To satisfy these criteria, 228
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Table 2: Coefficients defining the planes making
the faces of the tetrahedral potential particle as
described in Equation 1.

Plane
coefficient

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3 Plane 4

a 0
√

2/3 0 −
√

2/3

b 0
√
2/3 2

√
2/3

√
2/3

c -1 1/3 1/3 1/3
d (cm) 0.063299 0.063299 0.063299 0.063299

the planes used to assemble the potential parti-229

cle were chosen as the faces of the tetrahedron230

connecting the centers of the spheres making the231

physical particle (see Table 2). This approach can232

be generalised to approximate any convex shape,233

given a tessellation of its surface, or a multi-sphere234

representation of a particle made of spheres with235

equal radii.236

To match the local surface curvature of the237

physical particle, a radius r = rs was chosen in238

Equation 1 to control the roundness of the edges239

and corners of the potential particle consistently240

with the rs radius of each individual sphere in the241

physical particle. The radius of the shadow par-242

ticle was assigned to R =
√
2rs, to capture the243

curvature of faces of the given particle shape. The244

remaining parameter needed to be calibrated in245

order to match the given particle shape was the246

parameter k, which controls the curvature of the247

faces. A value of k = 0.65 led to a good match248

with the target geometry, i.e. it achieves an ade-249

quate representation of both the overall form of250

the real particle and features such as its main251

dimensions, while also approximating its curva- 252

ture. The parameters r, R and k were chosen via a 253

trial-and-error procedure. Figure 4 demonstrates 254

visually the geometrical faithfulness of the gener- 255

ated potential particle to the shape of the real, 256

physical particle. 257

In addition to modelling the rounded, 258

tetrahedral-like particles, the potential particles 259

also serve to simulate cuboidal elements of vari- 260

ous sizes, making the moving and still parts of the 261

plane-strain and axisymmetric devices, enabling 262

one to build YADE models using a single, unified 263

approach and contact detection algorithm. 264

2.2.3 Particle shape characterisation 265

As demonstrated in Figure 4, the selected poten- 266

tial particle can approximate the morphology of 267

the physical particle faithfully, as it qualitatively 268

represents the main dimensions of the particle, 269

determining particle form, along with the cur- 270

vatures of its edges/corners, relating to particle 271

roundness. However, the potential particles mod- 272

elling approach cannot represent the concavity of 273

the physical particle. A quantitative characteri- 274

sation of particle form was also performed using 275

SHAPE [24], an open-source shape analysis software 276

for three-dimensional particles, in order to quan- 277

tify in Table 3 the similarity between the physical 278

particle and its two numerical replicates. To this 279

end, the surface mesh of the physical particle 280

was first tessellated from its corresponding DEM 281
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Fig. 4: Clumped tetrahedral particle (left); fitted potential particle (middle); overlap of the two (right).

clump, using the surface extraction module of282

CLUMP [17], an open-source code for the generation283

and processing of multi-sphere particles. Particle284

shape was characterised in terms of volume, sur-285

face area, principal inertia values, convexity and286

true sphericity. Convexity is calculated in [0;1] as287

the ratio of the volume of each particle divided by288

the volume of its convex hull, while true sphericity,289

also ranging in [0;1], is the ratio of the surface area290

of a sphere with equal volume to the surface area291

of the particle [25]. It becomes evident from Table292

3 that both the physical and the potential particle293

take high values of convexity and true sphericity294

(>0.90). It may furthermore be noted that both295

the multi-sphere and the potential particle share296

the same minimal bounding box and thus main297

particle dimensions, resulting to the same flatness298

and elongation values considering indices that rely299

on these main particle dimensions. Therefore, flat-300

ness and elongation were not monitored in this301

study, as convexity and true sphericity were the302

two differentiating factors between the two stud- 303

ied particle representations, from a morphological 304

standpoint. Table 3 also offers a comparison with 305

a so-called ”non-uniform density” clump approach 306

that would count multiple times the overlapping 307

parts of the sphere-members in the calculation of 308

volume and inertia, which would correspond to 309

density showing a spatial increase at areas where 310

spheres overlap. 311

As expected, the considered potential parti- 312

cle has larger values of volume and geometric 313

inertia. The effect of the resulting increased par- 314

ticle mass is investigated in Section 4.1 by scaling 315

down their density so the potential particle has 316

the same mass as the real particle, i.e. ρrescaled = 317

ρ× 3.3304× 10−7/(3.9248× 10−7) ≈ 943 kg/m3. 318

Bringing the error on mass down to zero 319

through this scaling, the error in inertia values for 320

potential particles drops from 27.17 % down to 321

7.96 %. It is interesting to note that using over- 322

lapping spheres with no correction for uniform 323
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Table 3: Shape parameters of the physical particle in comparison with various DEM approaches

Shape
characteristics

(1) (2)
(2)-(1)
(1)

(3)
(3)-(1)
(1)

Physical particle
or present clump approach

Potential
Particle

Clump approach with
non-uniform density

Volume (m3) 3.3304 × 10-7 3.9248 10-7 17.85% 4.9965 × 10-7 50.03%
Surface area (m2) 2.491 × 10-4 2.632 × 10-4 5.66% 2.491 × 10-4 0

Inertia
tensor/ρ (m5)



2.584 0 0
0 2.584 0
0 0 2.584


× 10-12



3.286 0 0
0 3.286 0
0 0 3.286


× 10-12 27.17%



3.123 0 0
0 3.123 0
0 0 3.123


× 10-12 20.86%

Convexity 0.954 1 4.82% 0.954 0
True sphericity 0.9328 0.9849 5.59% 0.9328 0

density i.e. inner overlaps would lead to an error324

of 50.03 % for the volume and 20.86 % for the325

eigenvalues of the principal inertia tensor.326

2.3 DEM contact formulation327

At each contact, kinematics is defined with the328

normal and tangential relative displacements of329

the particles, un and ut respectively. For the clump330

model, contacts are detected between spheres331

belonging to different clumps and un is computed332

as the norm of the branch vector to the spheres’333

radii, while ut is computed incrementally, see e.g.334

[23]. For the potential particle model, un is com-335

puted using a bracketed line-search algorithm as336

detailed in Boon et al. [20], deployed along the337

contact normal direction and starting from the338

contact point, to detect two points on the surface339

of each particle, forming a branch vector, the norm340

of which is considered as the sought approaching341

distance. The shear increment of ut is calculated342

in a similar manner as for spheres, i.e. via time343

integration of the shear component of the relative344

velocity during contact.345

The same contact model applies to these kine- 346

matic quantities for both the clump and the 347

potential particle approaches, accounting for lin- 348

ear visco-elasticity and friction (Figure 5). In the

Fig. 5: Contact model with visco-elasticity and
friction.

349

normal direction, a spring with a normal stiffness 350

Kn is associated in parallel with a viscous damper 351

of coefficient cn, as formulated in Equation 2. In 352

the tangential direction, a spring with a tangential 353

stiffness Kt is associated in series with a frictional 354

slider (contact friction angle φ), see Equation 3. 355

Fn = max(Knun + cnu̇n, 0) (2)

|Ft| = min(Kt|ut|, Fntan(φ)) (3)
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One should note that different YADE classes356

implement the above Eqs. 2-3 for clumps and357

potential particles with different methods of358

expressing the viscous damping coefficient cn. In359

all cases, a desired normal restitution coefficient360

en serves a starting point before some differences361

appear in the YADE workflow, as detailed in362

Appendix A. Nevertheless, Figure 6 illustrates the363

common dissipative behavior of both models with364

the same Fn(un) curves in the case of two colliding365

spheres (obtained after using k = 1 in Equation 1366

for the PP approach) with an initial relative nor-367

mal velocity V , demonstrating the consistency of368

the two implementations of visco-elasticity.369

0 2 4 6 8 10
un (m) 1e 5

0

25

50

75

100

125

F n
 (m

N
)

CLP, V = 25 cm/s
CLP, V = 50 cm/s
PP, V = 25 cm/s
PP, V = 50 cm/s

Fig. 6: Contact behaviour for different impact
velocities in the two DEM approaches.

In the framework of the round robin test, the370

JGS measured the contact friction angle φ and the371

normal restitution coefficient en for resin against372

acrylic contacts and for resin against resin con-373

tacts, as well as the normal stiffness Kn for resin374

spheres. Experimental measurements exhibited a375

variability and are thus given as distributions (see376

Figure 7). Unless specified otherwise, the DEM377

clump simulations are defined accordingly, assign- 378

ing to all contacts random values of φ and cn 379

which respect the same distributions. 380
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Fig. 7: Distributions of contact properties as
experimentally measured by the JGS (adapted
from [4])

2.4 DEM simulation workflow 381

Building DEM samples starts with generating 382

randomly in space particles inside the cuboidal 383

or cylindrical containers mentioned in the above 384
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Section 2.1, so as to form a extremely loose assem-385

bly of non-overlapping particles. The assembly386

is then deposited under its own weight until it387

becomes stable, and is saved to be subsequently388

used under different conditions. Different samples389

can be obtained starting from different initial par-390

ticle arrangements. For this first step that has no391

experimental counterpart, an extra, non-physical,392

damping source is added in the local, non-viscous,393

form (Cundall’s damping) to speed up the genera-394

tion. For the rest of the simulations, contact-scale395

viscous damper and friction solely ensure the sta-396

bilisation of the simulations and no other source397

of damping is used.398

The actual AOR simulation starts from this399

initial state by displacing the moving parts of the400

container in a manner equivalent to the exper-401

iments. Particles leaving the container from its402

periphery are counted as so-called lost particles403

and erased for computational efficiency. The sim-404

ulation continues until the sample finds a new405

equilibrium in the form of a static heap. It is then406

possible to measure the angle between its exte-407

rior surface and the horizontal plane following the408

procedures discussed below.409

The default set of parameters for this numeri-410

cal setup is the experimental one previously given411

in Table 1.412

3 Methodological discussion 413

3.1 Computational aspects of each 414

modelling approach 415

In order to provide an overlook of the compu- 416

tational implications of the two considered DEM 417

strategies for shape description, Figure 8 gives 418

a comparison of the computation performances 419

observed during 30 different simulations with both 420

modelling approaches, in terms of computation 421

speed S and Cundall’s number NC = NpartS. 422

These simulations, presented in more details in 423

Section 4.3, were run sequentially using a Intel(R) 424

Xeon(R) Platinum 8270 CPU @ 2.70GHz with 425

1.5 TB of RAM available. Note that during all 426

series of simulations in this paper the CPU cache 427

wasn’t controlled. Its capacity of 35.75 MB may 428

thus not have been used as much over all simula- 429

tions, making the time measurements somewhat 430

biased. 431

Note that heaps may reach equilibrium at dif- 432

ferent simulated times; as a consequence, less and 433

less values were available to compute the mean 434

and standard deviation, until eventually there was 435

only one. The results show that for these simula- 436

tions, the clump model is approximately 100 times 437

faster than the potential particle model. Consider- 438

ing that the present physical particles are simple 439

to describe in a clump approach, using only 4 440
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Fig. 8: Computation speed statistics during 30 simulations with each DEM approach (either potential
particles or clump, see Section 4.3 for details). Dots represent the mean speed value with the surrounding
filled area corresponding to its standard deviation.

spherical members, the increased effort in compu-441

tational time when using potential particles is in a442

classical order of magnitude for DEM approaches443

for non-spherical particles [23].444

3.2 A systematic determination of445

the angle of repose446

This section proposes two rigorous methods to447

measure the AOR, first, by defining an outer sur-448

face of particles and second, by computing an449

angle from these particles positions.450

3.2.1 Outer surface detection451

In the axisymmetric case (respectively plane strain452

case), the 3D space is discretized in several subdo-453

mains {r; θ ∈ [θa, θb]; z ∈ [za, zb]} (respectively454

{x ∈ [xa, xb]; y ∈ [ya, yb], z}), giving an intersec-455

tion with the outer surface atmax(r) (respectively456

max(z)) in each subdomain. The extent of each457

interval is selected such that only one particle 458

should be therein detected as belonging to the 459

outer surface. For such a purpose, length scales Lη 460

are used for the coordinates θ, z in the axisymmet- 461

ric case and x, y in the plane strain case. The index 462

η can represent each of these coordinates. The 463

number of intervals on each coordinate is then: 464

Nη =
Lη

dclump
− 1 (4)

with Lθ = 2πRcyl, Lz = Hcyl, Lx = Lpar, and 465

Ly = Hpar. 466

θia = i
2π

Nθ
; θib = (i+ 1)

2π

Nθ
(5)

with i ∈ J0; NθK

ηia = i
Lη

Nη
; ηib = (i+ 1)

Lη

Nη
(6)

with i ∈ J0; NηK, η ∈ {x, y, z}
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Figure 9 shows a typical result after detect-467

ing all the particles belonging to the outer surface468

in both configurations. Note that gravity has the469

opposite orientation of the z-axis.470

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: Outer surface in the axisymmetric (a) and
plane strain configurations (b).

3.2.2 Angle of repose measurement471

From this point the method is the same in both472

heap configurations except for the orientation473

of the horizontal axis. The coordinates (x̃, ỹ, z̃)474

will thus denote respectively (−r, z, θ) in the475

axisymmetric case or (x, z, y) in the plane strain476

case. The width of the container x̃box for instance477

stands for Rcyl in the axisymmetric case and Lpar478

in the plane strain case. 479

480

Assuming a z̃-invariance of the heaps, we 481

project the spheres on the (x̃, ỹ) planes (see Figure 482

10) and perform a linear regression on the result- 483

ing points to determine the AOR α. Letting the 484

linear regression be ỹ1 = a1x̃+ b1, one has: 485

α = arctan(a1) (7)

Consistently with [13, 14], one can notice that 486

the surface isn’t exactly flat but slightly curved 487

(especially in the axisymmetric configuration). It 488

can thus be useful to compute a second degree 489

regression as well in order to fit the outer surface 490

in the best possible way. Letting the second degree 491

regression be ỹ2 = a2x̃
2+b2x̃+c2, one can compute 492

a local angle: 493

α(x̃) = arctan(2a2x̃+ b2) (8)

To make the measurement more meaningful, 494

one may naturally restrict the procedure to a 495

smaller zone of the heap: the particles considered 496

in the regressions would only be the ones inside 497

an interval [x̃min, x̃max]. Indeed, the lower parti- 498

cles may be abruptly blocked by the bottom ridge 499

of the container devices and should be excluded 500

from the measurement. Also, particles with a high 501

x̃, away from the opened boundary, could be unaf- 502

fected by the discharge and still form a horizontal 503
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surface, especially in the axisymmetric configura-504

tion. Indeed, finite particle-size effects necessarily505

exist and affect the transition from one side of the506

slope to another.507

Excluding from the bottom of the heap the508

few particles that are stuck by the ridge, and only509

those, is obtained choosing: x̃min = 0.32dclump.510

An appropriate value for x̃max is sought by mea-511

suring α for several x̃max. The best x̃max is the512

smallest for which the measurement does not513

change. The error on the measurement is also a514

criterion to choose the best x̃max. This method515

should be specially relevant in the axisymmetric516

case since the outer surface is curved, but it should517

work on the plane strain heap as well.518

3.2.3 Error on the measurement519

For a given heap, the dispersion of positions data520

induces some error on the linear regression and the521

measurement of α. As an alternative to the corre-522

lation coefficient R2, this error can be quantified523

from a standard deviation on the slope a1 of the524

fitting line, StD(a1). If N is the number of points525

and (x̃i, ỹi) are the coordinates of the ith point,526

one has:527

StD(a1) =

√√√√ 1

N − 2

∑N
i=1(a1x̃i + b1 − ỹi)

2

∑N
i=1(x̃i − x̃)2

(9)

(10)

which, considering Equation 7, gives the standard

deviation on the angle, StD(α):

StD(α) =
StD(a1)

1 + a12
(11)

Figure 10 shows the regressions made on the 528

projection of the outer surface in both configura- 529

tions and the resulting angle for x̃max/x̃box = 0.4, 530

with x̃box ∈ {Rcyl, Lpar}. Figure 11 shows mea- 531

surements performed for several x̃max in both 532

configurations. The error bars represent the error 533

computed with Equation 11. One can see that the 534

AOR increases with x̃max, except for very high 535

values of x̃max where the part of the outer sur- 536

face considered is very small compared to its size. 537

This may be caused by the ridge on the bottom 538

of the open container that maintains some parti- 539

cles, affecting the geometry of the outer surface. 540

The error on the measurement is very low but 541

increases with x̃max. The measurement is more 542

stable for low x̃max, specially in the axisymmet- 543

ric case. From now on, the measurements will be 544

performed on most of the outer surface, using 545

x̃min = 0.32dclump and x̃max = x̃box. 546

3.2.4 Error due to repeatability 547

The simulations performed with the clump model 548

include two sources of randomness. The first one 549

is the initial configuration of the sample, with ran- 550

dom positions for the particles in the initial cloud. 551
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Fig. 10: Outer surface regressions for an intermediate x̃min and the associated measurement ((a), (c))
in both configurations.
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Fig. 11: Average slope as measured for different
values of x̃max.

The second source lies in the statistical distribu-552

tion of contact properties (see the above Figure553

7). Indeed, the use of distributions for φ and en554

implies choosing a different value for each con- 555

tact, all values being randomly chosen according 556

to the given probability distribution. If one was 557

to swap the values of two contacts, the distribu- 558

tion would still be respected, but the conditions 559

of the simulation would be different, introducing 560

randomness. 561

In order to quantify the repeatability error, 562

a series of simulations was performed with the 563

clump model using 30 different values for the seed 564

parameter, the particles in the initial samples 565

of each simulation thus have different positions 566

and contact properties. This series will be called 567
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CLP1 and uses the default parameters of Table568

4. Among those parameters, the time step is569

computed from contact stiffnesses and particle570

masses following [26]. Note that all samples have571

approximately the same initial densities. Figure572

12 shows the AOR measured using CLP1 heaps573

and one can see that the variation in the mea-574

surement is lower than 3%. Even though such a575

repeatability error is low, it will be systematically576

given for all series of simulations in this paper as577

error bars on the AOR charts.578

579
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Fig. 12: Distributions of measured angles of
repose when investigating repeatability in the
CLP1 configurations of Table 4.

3.3 Measuring the void ratio for any 580

geometry of assembly 581

With respect to the objective of discussing the 582

possible constitutive nature of the AOR deter- 583

mined as per Section 3.2, it is interesting to 584

characterize the state of the heap in terms of den- 585

sity or void ratio e, as a fundamental parameter 586

of granular materials. This density characteriza- 587

tion is not straightforward because of the irregular 588

geometry of the heap along its free surface, and 589

possible bias caused by an excess of void near the 590

walls 591

As such, two methods are proposed below to 592

compute the void ratio inside a granular assem- 593

bly with a complex geometry, while avoiding the 594

boundary effects: a so-called ”tetrahedra method” 595

and a ”sub-volume method”. Both methods pro- 596

vide local values for e and rely on a Monte Carlo 597

procedure to compute volume proportions, com- 598

bined with (straightforward, here) tests to deter- 599

mine whether a random point in space is inside 600

a physical particle. The following differences still 601

exist, though: 602

• the tetrahedra method applies for any geom- 603

etry of sample with no requirements on the 604

geometry. It is based on a triangulation of the 605

sample. 606

• the sub-volume method requires to define 607

an homothetic sub-volume inside the sample, 608
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Table 4: Parameters for heap simulations investigating repeatability (CLP1 series, 60 simulations in
total).

Configuration Npart
Kn Ks/Kn

ρ
∆t (s) φ e0

Number
(N.m−1) (kg.m−3) of samples

Plane strain 2, 150
58, 250 0.37 1, 111 7.86× 10−5 see 0.622± 0.012

30
Axisymmetric 2, 468 Figure 7 0.744± 0.028

which can be difficult if the latter adopts a pecu-609

liar geometry. However, it is substantially faster610

than the tetrahedra method.611

3.3.1 The tetrahedra method612

In order to compute a void ratio on a heap with613

a random geometry, the tetrahedra method starts614

by a triangulation of the heap. The Monte Carlo615

method is then used to determine the proportion616

of particles inside each tetrahedron resulting from617

the triangulation, leading to an expression for the618

void ratio.619

3.3.1.1 Triangulating the heap620

621

622

This first step is done using Delaunay’s trian-623

gulation on the centers of all particles, although it624

could be done using another set of relevant points625

(e.g. the center of all spheres for clump simula-626

tions). Also, one should keep in mind that when627

triangulating using the center of the particles a628

small part of the sample is ignored: all particles on629

the outer surfaces are cut by the boundary tetra-630

hedra. This should effectively remove the excess of631

void near the walls of any sample. The set of all 632

tetrahedra will be denoted {tet}. 633

3.3.1.2 Detecting which particle may be 634

partially inside each tetrahedron 635

636

637

All particles bounding boxes are tested to 638

determine if they overlap a tetrahedron bound- 639

ing box. If so, the particle is further checked for 640

intersected volume with the Monte Carlo method, 641

forming a set of particles that is denoted {p}cut. 642

This step is not mandatory but it drastically 643

reduces the computation time. 644

3.3.1.3 Computing the total volume of 645

particle inside each tetrahedron 646

647

648

In this final step, Nmc points {xi, i ∈ [1, Nmc]∩ 649

N} are uniformly drawn inside the tetrahedron, 650

following [27]. Each point is tested to determine 651

if it is located inside any of the particles poten- 652

tially cut {p}cut. Denoting V tet the volume of a 653

tetrahedron tet computed using its vertices’ coor- 654

dinates; χp(x) the Boolean test function equal to 655
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1 if the point x is inside the particle p, 0 otherwise;656

andH(n) the Heaviside function, the Monte-Carlo657

method gives the total volume of particle inside658

the tetrahedron as follows:659

V tet
part =

∑Nmc

i=1 H
(∑

{p}cut χp(xi)
)

Nmc
× V tet (12)

A local void ratio can then be computed for660

the tetrahedron:661

etet =
V tet − V tet

part

V tet
part

(13)

And globally:

Vpart =
∑

{tet}

V tet
part (14)

Vtot =
∑

{tet}

V tet (15)

e =
Vtot − Vpart

Vpart
(16)

Taking advantage of the independence between662

operations in each tetrahedron, the proposed663

implementation of this method is parallel with an664

almost optimal speed-up: the increase in execution665

speed is close to the number of processes running666

at the same time.667

668

3.3.2 The sub-volume method669

The sub-volume method consists in three steps670

detailed below.671

3.3.2.1 Defining the sub-volume 672

673

674

This step is illustrated using the two samples’ 675

geometries considered in this paper. The sub- 676

volume is chosen as a homothetic transformation 677

of the heap centered in the sample, for both con- 678

figurations. The sub-volume and the total volume 679

of the sample will be denoted Vsub and V , respec- 680

tively. At the final state, the geometry of the sam- 681

ple is assumed to be a half parallelepiped (respec- 682

tively a cone) for the plane strain (respectively 683

axisymmetric) configuration. The sub-volume is 684

defined using a parameter C that pilots the homo- 685

thetic transformation. The coordinates of the sub- 686

volume axis aligned bounding box are denoted 687(
xmin, ymin, zmin

)
and

(
xmax, ymax, zmax

)
688

and depend on the coordinates of the sample axis 689

aligned bounding box:

(
Xmin, Ymin, Zmin

)
and 690

(
Xmax, Ymax, Zmax

)
. 691

In the case of the plane strain configuration, 692

the homothetic sub-volume can be determined as 693

follows (Figure 13): 694

smin = (1− C)(Smax − Smin) + Smin (17)

smax = C(Smax − Smin) + Smin (18)

with ∀(s, S) ∈ {(x,X), (y, Y ), (z, Z)} and ∀C ∈ 695

]0.5, 1]. 696
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(a) C = 0.6 (b) C = 0.75 (c) C = 0.9

Fig. 13: Illustration of sub-volume for several C values in the plane strain configuration.

In the case of the axisymmetric configuration,697

one has to compute the x and y coordinates of the698

center, xΩ and yΩ respectively, and the maximum699

radius rc of the cone (Figure 14). The homothetic700

sub-volume is then:701

zmin = (1− C)(Zmax − Zmin) + Zmin (19)

zmax = C(Zmax − Zmin) + Zmin (20)

sΩ =
Smin + Smax

2
(21)

rc = (2C − 1)
Xmax −Xmin + Ymax − Ymin

4

(22)

with ∀(s, S) ∈ {(x,X), (y, Y )} and ∀C ∈]0.5, 1].702

3.3.2.2 Counting the volume of particles703

completely inside the sub-volume704

705

706

During this step, the 8 vertices xp
i of a particle707

axis aligned bounding box are tested to deter-708

mine if they are part of the sub-volume. Using the709

χsub(x) function, the number of vertices inside the 710

sub-volume for a particle p reads: 711

Np
in =

8∑

i=1

χsub(xp
i ) (23)

If Np
in = 8, the particle p is completely inside 712

the sub-volume while if Np
in = 0 the particle p is 713

completely outside the sub-volume. 714

Denoting V p the volume of the particle p, the 715

total volume of particles completely inside the 716

sub-volume is: 717

V in
part =

∑

{p | Np
in=8}

V p (24)

3.3.2.3 Counting the volume of particles 718

partially inside the sub-volume 719

720

721

If 0 < Np
in < 8, the particle may be cut by 722

the faces of the sub-volume. The proportion of 723

the particle volume inside the sub-volume is again 724

determined using the Monte Carlo method: Nmc 725

points, {xi, i ∈ J1; NmcK}, are uniformly drawn 726

inside the particle bounding box and tested to 727
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(a) C = 0.6 (b) C = 0.75 (c) C = 0.9

Fig. 14: Illustration of sub-volume for several C values in the axisymmetric case.

determine if they are simultaneously inside the728

sub-volume (test function χsub(xi)) and inside the729

particle (test function χp(xi)). The proportion of a730

particle volume being also part of the sub-volume731

is then:732

V p
in =

∑Nmc

i=1 χsub(xi)χ
p(xi)

Nmc
× V p (25)

The total volume of particles partially inside733

the sub-volume is:734

V cut
part =

∑

{p | 0<Np
in<8}

V p
in (26)

The total volume of particle inside the sub-735

volume then reads:736

Vpart = V in
part + V cut

part (27)

Finally, the void ratio is determined by:737

e =
Vsub − Vpart

Vpart
(28)

For the simplest sub-volume geometries the 738

expression of Vsub is trivial. In more complex sit- 739

uations it can be determined using once again 740

the Monte Carlo method inside the sub-volume 741

bounding box: 742

V bb
sub = (xmax − xmin)(ymax − ymin)(zmax − zmin)

(29)

Vsub =

∑Nmc

i=1 χsub(xi)

Nmc
× V bb

sub (30)

Both methods can be optimized when used 743

with simple shapes (e.g. spheres): one could detect 744

more precisely which particle may be cut. Also, 745

one may be able to draw uniformly points directly 746

inside the particle instead of the bounding box, 747

making it possible to set aside the function χp and 748

giving a more accurate Monte Carlo method. 749
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3.3.3 Examples of void ratio750

measurements751

3.3.3.1 Local void ratio752

753

754

The tetrahedra method makes it possible to755

establish directly a local representation of the void756

ratio, as illustrated in Figure 15 for one plane757

strain final heap. One can notice that the geom-758

etry of the final heap is accurately captured by759

the triangulation, giving a rounded half paral-760

lelepipedic boundary surface. The density range761

is quite wide: some tetrahedra located on the762

outer surface, where the particles moved, contain763

approximately 1000 times more voids than other764

tetrahedra located where the particles almost765

didn’t move. Note that this figure represents the766

void ratio directly interpolated from the centroids767

of each tetrahedron and thus should be interpreted768

carefully.769

3.3.3.2 Parallel implementation of the770

tetrahedra method771

772

773

The independence of the processing of each774

tetrahedron makes it possible to parallelize this775

method. A series of measurements was performed776

on 30 clump samples at their initial states (show-777

ing different individual locations of particles)778

(a) Sliced view

(b) Complete view

Fig. 15: Local void ratio in a plane strain final
heap as measured with the tetrahedra method.

using different numbers of CPU cores, Ncores ≥ 1, 779

on the same machine previously used in Section 780

3.1. The speed-up S and its standard deviation 781

∆S was computed from the computation times 782

TNcores
±∆TNcores

as follows: 783

S =
T1

TNcores

(31)

∆S = S

(
∆T1

T1
+

∆TNcores

TNcores

)
(32)

Since the CPU cache was not precisely con- 784

trolled, the total CPU load had an influence on the 785

computation speed, which might lead to a speed- 786

up seemingly above perfection in the eventuality of 787
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the CPU cache being full during the measurement788

on 1 core and not for more cores.

0 20 40 60 80 100
Number of CPU cores Ncores

0

20

40

60

80

100

S

Perfect speed-up
(S = Ncores)

Fig. 16: Parallelization speed-up for the tetrahe-
dra method.

789

Figure 16 shows the speed-up for Ncores ∈ {1,790

5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. The speed-791

up stops to improve starting from Ncores = 50,792

which is probably due to an over usage of the793

CPU. A better control of the CPU could give more794

accurate speed-up measurements. Nevertheless,795

for Ncores < 50 the parallelization is optimum:796

S ≈ Ncores.797

3.3.3.3 Sub-volume and tetrahedra798

methods comparison799

800

801

Void ratio measurements were performed for802

the clump model on all 30 initial samples of803

CLP1 plane-strain series of simulations, discussed804

in more details in Section 4.3. Because of the805

simple parallelepipedic geometry of these granu- 806

lar assemblies, a reference void ratio can be easily 807

computed using the sample bounding box: 808

Vtot = (Xmax −Xmin)(Ymax − Ymin)(Zmax − Zmin)

(33)

Vpart =
∑
{p}

V p , with {p} the set of all particles

(34)

eREF =
Vtot − Vpart

Vpart
(35)

Figure 17 (a) illustrates the comparison 809

between the mean values and standard deviation 810

over the 30 samples of eREF together with eTET
811

for the tetrahedra method and eSUB for the sub- 812

volume method. The latter has been computed for 813

3 values of Nmc and 40 values of C. 814

For the lowest values of C, the measured eSUB
815

void ratio varies a lot among the 30 simulations 816

and in function of Nmc. Between C ≈ 0.7 and 817

C ≈ 0.9, eSUB is constant and its standard devia- 818

tion gets lower, being furthermore little dependent 819

on Nmc. For C > 0.9, its mean value and stan- 820

dard deviation finally start to increase as expected 821

due to the rigid boundaries constraining the gran- 822

ular assembly and favoring voids to form near the 823

outer surfaces. Finally, for C = 1, the sub-volume 824

method gives by definition the exact same values 825

for void ratio than when using the global bounding 826

box: eSUB = eREF . 827
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The tetrahedra method gives a eTET measure-828

ment being close to eSUB when 0.7 < C < 0.9,829

which suggests that it successfully excludes the830

excess of void from the computation.831

As for the computational costs, Figure 17 (b)832

shows the corresponding execution times, tSUB ,833

tTET and tREF , while eTET was computed using834

parallelization on 3 cores. One observes that, in835

spite of parallelization, the tetrahedra method836

is here significantly slower than the sub-volume837

method. Regarding the sub-volume method, using838

Nmc = 1000 instead of Nmc = 100 slows down839

considerably the computation for no gain in accu-840

racy, especially for high values of C.841

In view of these results, subsequent measure-842

ments of void ratio will be obtained using the843

sub-volume method with Nmc = 100 and C = 0.8.844

4 Physical discussion845

This section analyses the dependence of AOR on846

several parameters: the particle shape, the ini-847

tial void ratio and the sample size. Experimental848

results obtained in [4] are also provided.849

4.1 Parametric study 850

4.1.1 (Non-)Sensitivity to the 851

tangential stiffness 852

A first series of simulations investigates the role of 853

tangential stiffness when using the potential par- 854

ticles model and two different values of Ks: 240 855

N/m and 444 N/m (see sets B and C of Table 5). 856

Results are given in Figure 18 for what con- 857

cerns the initial and final states of the samples. 858

Most importantly, the two different values of tan- 859

gential stiffness are shown to result in virtually 860

the same AOR distribution. The Ks = 240N.m−1
861

value will thus be kept in the remainder of the 862

sequel for it results in a higher critical time step. 863

One may furthermore note that the initial coor- 864

dination number is slightly lower with a higher 865

Ks, which is expected since stiff particles tend to 866

be further away from each other, even when con- 867

strained. However, at the final state, the average 868

coordination number is unaffected by Ks, cer- 869

tainly because they are not constrained enough for 870

their relative distance to depend on Ks. 871

4.1.2 (Non-)Sensitivity to the particle 872

mass density 873

While the AOR α refers to a static condition, the 874

mass density of particles ρ physically affects the 875

prior dynamic evolutions of the system. On the 876

other hand, from a computational standpoint, the 877

density also controls the critical time step of the 878
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Fig. 17: Void ratio measurements with both methods for 30 parallelepipedic initial samples differing in
individual locations of particles. On figure (b), the y axis is broken at two places: first between 40 ns and
50 ms, and second between 250 s and 5200 s. The three parts of the y axis do not have the same scale.

Table 5: Used parameters for the parametric study with potential particles - series PP1.

Set id Configuration Kn (N.m−1) Ks/Kn ρ (kg.m−3) ∆t (s) φp/p(
◦) φp/w(

◦) βn Number of samples

A
Plane strain 1, 200

0.2 1111 8.52× 10−5

35.5 27.2 0.071 30B 0.2 943 7.86× 10−5

C 0.37 943 7.86× 10−5

present explicit DEM scheme and the total time879

cost. Other series of simulations with different ρ880

are thus proposed to check whether a variation881

from the experimental reference ρ = 1, 111 kg/m3
882

would affect the AOR results.883

Using potential particles, two values for the884

particle density are considered in the framework885

of the PP1 series (sets A and B of Table 5):886

the experimental one, ρ = 1, 111 kg/m3, and887

ρ = 943 kg/m3 that would confer the potential888

particle the same mass as the physical parti-889

cle in spite of the volume differences discussed890

in the above Section 2.2.3. Using clumps in a891

CLP2 series, four to seven different values for892

ρ ∈ [100 kg/m3; 10, 000 kg/m3] are considered,893

with 10 different initial samples in each case.894

Corresponding parameters are all given in Table 895

6. 896

Figure 19 shows the resulting angles of repose 897

in the CLP2 and PP1 series, together with time 898

costs of CLP1 series measured for a sequential 899

execution on the same machine presented in previ- 900

ous Section 3.1. The dots correspond to the mean 901

measurement over all samples for a given particle 902

density and the error bars represent the standard 903

deviation. One can see that all error bars share 904

a common zone for a given shape description. As 905

such, it is herein concluded, consistent to [9], that 906

particle density does not impact the AOR. During 907

DEM simulations, one can thus adopt, when nec- 908

essary, an artificial ρ = 10, 000 kg/m3, multiplying 909

the critical time step by a factor of

√
10000

1111
≈ 3 910
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Fig. 18: Macro-scale and micro-scale results of the parametric analysis with potential particles (PP1
series, Table 5).
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Fig. 19: Particle density influence on the angle of repose and on the time cost - CLP2 and PP1 series

and reducing as much the total time cost of the911

simulation (Figure 19b) until the heap stabilizes.912

In the Figure 19b, one can finally note a longer913

computation time for the axisymmetric configura- 914

tion because of a lower velocity of the descending 915

wall in the reference experiments. 916
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Table 6: Parameters of heap simulations investigating ρ influence (CLP2 series, 110 simulations in total).

Configuration Npart ρ e0 Number of samples

Plane-strain 2, 150

100 kg/m3 0.652± 0.011

10

500 kg/m3 0.633± 0.010
1, 111 kg/m3 0.623± 0.009
2, 000 kg/m3 0.618± 0.010
4, 000 kg/m3 0.607± 0.011
8, 000 kg/m3 0.603± 0.012
10, 000 kg/m3 0.603± 0.010

Axisymmetric 2, 468

1, 111 kg/m3 0.743± 0.022
4, 000 kg/m3 0.723± 0.015
8, 000 kg/m3 0.709± 0.019
10, 000 kg/m3 0.694± 0.010

4.2 Numerical angle of repose vs917

experimental one918

The numerical simulations are now compared with919

the experimental results provided at the end of920

the JGS round-robin and in [4]. In this frame-921

work, a simpler method was adopted to compute922

the AOR, considering only the highest particle923

instead of the whole external surface as in previ-924

ous Section 3.2, for sake of simplicity during the925

experiments. In the axisymmetric configuration,926

slopes are actually determined in 360 directions927

being not exactly radial and their average is used928

to compute the AOR, while in the plane strain929

configuration the AOR is computed using only one930

slope direction in the plane.931

In this subsection, the exact same method is932

adopted to interpret our numerical results for a933

consistent comparison. The set of parameters used934

for the clump model is the same as for CLP1 (see935

Table 4), and the set of parameters used for the936

potential particle model is given in Table 7.937

Table 8 compares the obtained experimental 938

and numerical results. In the plane strain config- 939

uration, the experimental AOR is approximately 940

8% higher than the one obtained for the clump 941

model and 16% higher than the one obtained for 942

the potential particle model. In the axisymmetric 943

configuration, the experimental AOR is approx- 944

imately 4% higher than the one obtained with 945

the clump model and 16% higher than the one 946

obtained for the potential particle model. Also, 947

one should notice that in the plane strain con- 948

figuration the JGS method measures an AOR 949

higher than the method presented in this paper, 950

and lower in the axisymmetric configuration (see 951

Figure 12). This changes the conclusion on the 952

influence of the configuration: with our measure- 953

ment method both configurations gives the same 954

AOR (difference of approximately 1% with the 955

clump model), while the JGS method gives a 956

difference of approximately 11%. 957
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Table 7: Material properties used in the potential particles models.

Kn (N.m−1) Ks/Kn ρ (kg.m−3) ∆t (s) φp/p (◦) φp/w (◦) βn

1200 0.773 943 7.86× 10−5 35.5 27.2 0.071

Table 8: Angle of repose as per the JGS measurement method.

Number of
samples

Average (◦)
Standard
Deviation

(◦) Minimum (◦) Maximum (◦)

Plane strain configuration

Experiments [4] 400 41.4 1.28 38.3 46.3
Clumps 100 38.1 1.14 35.0 41.3
Potential particles 18 34.8 1.61 32.5 38.0

Axisymmetric configuration

Experiments [4] 50 35.3 0.9 33.3 37.3
Clumps 100 33.9 0.8 32.0 36.1
Potential particles 19 29.7 0.78 28.5 31.2

4.3 Role of particle concavity958

The differences in AOR observed in Table 8959

between the clump and potential particle (PP)960

models, with a higher discrepancy for PP towards961

experiments, certainly arise from the convex sim-962

plification of potential particles, with respect to963

the concavities of the physical particles which964

allow them to interlock better. In order to gain965

more insights into the influence of particle con-966

cavity, a rigorous comparison between the two967

numerical models is led in this subsection, adopt-968

ing the same parameters for both models (except969

for the time step for computational efficiency)970

and determining the AOR using the more reli-971

able method presented in Section 3.2. This series972

is called PP-CLP, with all parameters being listed 973

in Table 9 and Table 10. 974

Figure 20 characterizes the initial and final 975

states of these PP-CLP simulations. First and 976

foremost, it is to notice that the AOR is approx- 977

imately 14% lower with the potential particle 978

model. This difference can be considered as signif- 979

icant and is even greater with respect to experi- 980

ments even though the physical particles show a 981

fairly high convexity of 0.954. In line with addi- 982

tional possibilities of interlocking for non-convex 983

particles, while convex particles fall more easily 984

from the heap, the number of lost particles is 985

approximately 23% lower with the clump model. 986

One can also note that the final void ratio is 987

approximately the same with both models and 988
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Table 9: Contact parameters of the PP-CLP series focusing on particle concavity

Model Kn Ks en φp/p φp/w

Clump
1.2 kN.m−1 0.24 kN.m−1 0.8 35.5◦ 27.2◦

Potential particle

Table 10: Other simulation parameters of the PP-CLP series on particle concavity

Model Configuration ρ ∆t Number of samples

Clump
Plane strain 1111 kg.m−3 ≈ 78.5 µs

30
Potential particle ≈ 85.2 µs

that the final average number of contact points989

per particleis approximately 25% lower with the990

potential particle model since two convex parti-991

cles can form only one contact point, unlike the992

concave clump.993

It is worth noticing that the experimental mea-994

surement method gives a gap between the axisym-995

metric and plane strain configurations’ angle of996

repose. The curvature of the axisymmetric heap997

explains the lower measurement obtained with the998

JGS method.999

Looking at initial stages, one observes that the1000

initial void ratio is approximately 5% lower with1001

the clump model. The difference between the void1002

ratio at the initial state and final state is interest-1003

ing: at the initial state the sample is constrained1004

by four side walls and one bottom wall, while at1005

the final state one of the four side of the sample is1006

free. This suggests that concave particles are more1007

likely to fill the voids when there are surrounded1008

by walls (parallel to the gravity axis), but when1009

they are free to move, they do not fill the voids 1010

better than convex particles. On the other hand, 1011

the difference on the average number of contact 1012

points is approximately the same at the initial and 1013

final states. 1014

4.4 (Non-)Constitutive nature of 1015

the angle of repose 1016

The compatibility of AOR values measured (with 1017

the present method, see Figures 12 and 19) in both 1018

axisymmetric and plane strain configurations of 1019

the reference device could confirm a constitutive 1020

nature of the AOR inferred in, e.g., [5, 6, 7], sug- 1021

gesting to compare the latter with shear strength 1022

properties of the granular material. Generally 1023

speaking in solid-like granular mechanics, these 1024

shear strength properties may refer either to a crit- 1025

ical state or a state of maximum stress ratio, the 1026

two being possibly different depending on initial 1027

porosity. 1028
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Fig. 20: Characterization of the PP-CLP series on particle concavity in terms of initial and final states

Here, it is first determined whether the AOR1029

α evolves with respect to the initial void ratio e0,1030

which would contradict the definition of a crit-1031

ical state property. This is done by performing1032

a “CLP4” series of simulations with the clump1033

model using several samples at different initial1034

porosities, whose parameters are given in Table 11.1035

The initial void ratio e0 is controlled by momen-1036

tarily altering the inter-particle friction angle dur-1037

ing the generation of the sample, φgen, whereby1038

lower φgen-values lead to denser packings, as plot-1039

ted in Figure 21 (a) where the error bars represent1040

the standard deviation of e0 on all 10 simula- 1041

tions performed at the same φgen. Figure 21 (b) 1042

shows α against e0 and reveals some decreasing 1043

tendency of α for e0 < 0.55 in both configurations 1044

that would be more consistent with an interpreta- 1045

tion of the AOR in terms of a porosity-dependent 1046

maximum friction angle. However, the significant 1047

dispersion of the results prompts the need for 1048

further investigations in the following. 1049

In addition, it is to note that a critical state 1050

interpretation of the repose would impose a cor- 1051

relation between critical state values of porosity 1052

(or void ratio) and mean pressure p in the form 1053
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Fig. 21: Influence of the initial void ratio e0 - CLP4 series

of a critical state line (CSL). Assuming, likewise1054

to void ratio e, that an average (i.e. global) stress1055

tensor is a meaningful quantity to characterize the1056

heap in spite of gravity, the Appendix B recalls1057

the expression of the latter tensor and the cor-1058

responding mean stress p in Equation B17. The1059

final states (e, p) of a large set of 400 heaps simu-1060

lated in the previous series CLP1, CLP4 together1061

with a forthcoming CLP5 (grouped under a CLPX1062

notation) are then compared in Figure 22 with the1063

CSL of the present granular material, previously1064

determined in [28] from DEM triaxial tests. The1065

latter were performed in quasi-static conditions1066

with a constant lateral stress in two directions and1067

an imposed a strain rate in the third direction.1068

Each of the 105 triaxial tests plotted on Figure1069

22 contained 7,500 clumps, which was shown to1070

be enough to constitute a REV for the study1071

of the material stress-strain behaviour. The crit-1072

ical state was observed to be attained when the1073

axial strain ϵax reaches 0.6, i.e. both the devia- 1074

toric stress and volumetric strain were unaffected 1075

by further deformations. Any critical state quan- 1076

tity is thus computed as an average of its value 1077

over ϵax ∈ [0.6, 0.8]. It is to note that it was 1078

shown in [28] to be more relevant to consider rat- 1079

tlers (particles having at most 1 contact) as voids 1080

when determining the CSL of a granular mate- 1081

rial, to avoid an unphysical increase of the CSL 1082

in the (e, p) plane for low p. This is especially 1083

important here since body weights are the only 1084

external forces present in the CLPX series, making 1085

the average mean stress possibly quite low (≈ 100 1086

Pa), depending on mass density. 1087

From the comparison in Figure 22, one can 1088

first note that the mechanical states in the CLPX 1089

series regroup around two different mean pres- 1090

sures: 126±18 Pa and 1444±471 Pa, in line with 1091

the two different values used for the particle den- 1092

sity throughout the CLPX series. Whatever the 1093

mass density, the mean pressure in axisymmetric 1094
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Fig. 22: Heaps’ states after the collapse compared to the critical state line as determined in [28] from a
large set of triaxial tests with different initial states in terms of void ratio and/or confining pressure Pc

heaps is lower than the mean pressure in plane1095

strain heaps, and the dispersion in final void ratio1096

is smaller. Most importantly, the heap states are1097

clearly not consistent with the blue-colored (rat-1098

tlers excluded) CSL serving as reference, which1099

already suffices to exclude the assumption that a1100

heap of particles under gravity is at critical state.1101

For completeness, the angle of repose of these1102

CLPX series is still furthermore directly compared1103

in Figure 23 with the critical state friction angle1104

ϕcrit and the (porosity;mean stress)-dependent1105

peak friction angle ϕpeak of the material, deter-1106

mined on the triaxial simulations from [28]. The1107

AOR is therein shown to be significantly differ-1108

ent (higher from approx. 10 degrees) than ϕcrit.1109

It actually lies in the observed interval for ϕpeak,1110

even though both are observed to be essentially1111

different.1112

From the observations that the repose states

are not consistent with the shear strength proper-

ties of the granular material, neither the critical

one nor the maximum one, the AOR is concluded

to bear no constitutive nature. Interpreting the

repose stress state σglob
ij with its extreme principal

stresses σglob
1 ≥ σglob

3 in terms of a mobilized fric-

tion angle ϕmob, given in Equation 36 using the

soil mechanics sign convention:

ϕmob = arctan


 σglob

1 − σglob
3

2

√
σglob
3 σglob

1


 (36)

, no obvious correlation is actually found in 1113

Figure 24, no matter the shape model, between 1114

the mechanics of the heap, ϕmob, and its geom- 1115

etry, α, which would have been mandatory for a 1116

constitutive interpretation. 1117
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Fig. 23: Angle of repose α and triaxial properties, ϕcrit and ϕpeak, with respect to void ratio (current,
e, or initial, e0)
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Fig. 24: Angle of repose α against mobilized fric-
tion angle ϕmob for heaps of the PP-CLP series.

4.5 Effect of the sample size on the1118

angle of repose1119

Since the default number of particles in both con-1120

figurations is low compared e.g. to the number of1121

particles necessary to constitute a REV for the tri-1122

axial tests with rigid boundaries (7500 in [28, 29]1123

for the same or another granular material), it is1124

finally investigated to which extent the sample1125

size can affect the present discussion, performing1126

a last “CLP5” series that adopts the clump model1127

and an evolving number of particles Npart (see1128

Table 12 for all parameters). Doing so, the dimen- 1129

sions of the container are homothetically modified 1130

according to Npart
1/3, which insures to keep sim- 1131

ilar geometries (consistent length ratios between 1132

every 3 axes) when the total volume V ∝ Npart 1133

increases. 1134

Figure 25 shows the AOR values obtained in 1135

this CLP5 series, with error bars from the stan- 1136

dard deviation computed on the ten simulations 1137

performed for each value of Npart. An exponential 1138

model is proposed to fit the data and provide an 1139

extrapolated value of α for an infinite number of 1140

particles: 1141

αmodel(Npart) = a+ becNpart (37)

with a, b and c the three model parameters. Figure 1142

25 (a) illustrates that the Npart = 2, 150 case is 1143

the only one where the AOR values from both 1144

configurations are compatible with the idea of a 1145

common value. On Figure 25 (b) the horizontal 1146
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Fig. 25: Effect of the sample size on the angle of repose - CLP5 series

axis represents Nref
part, the number of particle along1147

one dimension of the base of the box:1148

Nref
part =

(
Npart

Vbox

)1

3
Lη (38)

with Vbox ∈ {Vcyl, Vpar} and Lη ∈ {Rcyl, Lpar}.1149

For bigger systems with a higher Npart a1150

clear difference appears, with a negligible stan-1151

dard deviation. According to the exponential1152

decay model, an asymptotic difference difference1153

between the two configurations would be 1.19◦1154

which corresponds to approximately 3.59% of the1155

measurement in the plane strain configuration.1156

The present dependency to Npart constitutes1157

a last argument against the constitutive nature1158

of the AOR, making fortuitous the near-similarity1159

of α initially observed between the two configura-1160

tions, in connection with the particular values of1161

Npart used in the reference experiments.1162

5 Conclusion 1163

In the framework of a round-robin activity provid- 1164

ing an experimental reference, the angle of repose 1165

of a granular material has been studied with 1166

DEM, adopting two distinct characterizations for 1167

particle shape: concave clumps of spheres and 1168

convex-simplified potential particles, with a quan- 1169

tification of the morphological differences between 1170

the two (and the experimental reference), in terms 1171

e.g. of convexity and sphericity. 1172

A methodological discussion has then been 1173

first proposed for generic angle of repose studies, 1174

designing systematic measurement procedures of 1175

the slope angle and of the void ratio of the heap, 1176

the latter being a possible factor of influence onto 1177

the former, as a fundamental property of granular 1178

matter. 1179

Physically, a thorough analysis provided a 1180

number of consistent observations that the AOR 1181

measured on the considered devices does not 1182
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bear a constitutive nature but is instead process-1183

dependent. In the comparison with experiments,1184

while adopting a simpler measurement method1185

of the AOR due to experimental limitations, the1186

clump approach successfully predicted the AOR1187

within a 8% tolerance. On the other hand, the1188

potential particles underestimated to a greater1189

extent the AOR, as expected due to their artificial1190

convexity. Even though the material particles had1191

a fairly high convexity value (C = 0.954), neglect-1192

ing their local concavities brought down the AOR1193

from 35.95± 0.88◦ to 31.26± 0.95◦.1194

It is interesting to note that both the clump1195

and the potential particle shape descriptions share1196

the same dimensions in terms of a minimal bound-1197

ing box and thus the same flatness and elongation1198

values, prompting the need for a systematic inves-1199

tigation of other particle-scale shape indices that1200

would possibly affect the AOR.1201

Appendix A YADE imple-1202

mentations of1203

visco-elasticity1204

With reference to the normal contact law in1205

Equation 2 and for the clump approach (which use1206

here the Ip2 ViscElMat ViscElMat ViscElPhys1207

and Law2 ScGeom ViscElPhys Basic YADE1208

classes), cn is computed from a given normal1209

restitution coefficient en according to the mass- 1210

dependent expression of [30], recalled in Equation 1211

A1: 1212

en =


exp

[
− β

ω

(
π − arctan 2βω

ω2−β2

)]
for β < ω0√

2

exp
[
− β

ω arctan 2βω
ω2−β2

]
for β ∈

[
ω0√
2
; ω0

]
exp

[
− β

Ω ln β+Ω
β−Ω

]
for β > ω0

(A1)

where β = cn
2m , ω0 =

√
Kn

m , ω =
√

ω0
2 − β2

1213

and Ω =
√

β2 − ω0
2, with m being the harmonic- 1214

average particle mass and Kn the normal contact 1215

stiffness. Equation A1 is solved inside YADE using 1216

a small number of Newton-Raphson iterations to 1217

make the inverse calculation of cn based on the 1218

desired value of en. A straightforward calculation 1219

of cn for the linear contact model has been pro- 1220

vided in Equation (B4) of [31] via curve-fitting of 1221

the exact solution of [30], which is not however 1222

employed here. 1223

For the potential particles approach (through, 1224

e.g., Ip2 FrictMat FrictMat KnKsPhys and 1225

Law2 SCG KnKsPhys KnKsLaw classes), a viscous 1226

damping parameter βn serves as input for deriv- 1227

ing cn, consistently with a desired en and [32] via 1228

Equation A2: 1229

βn = − ln en√
ln en

2 + π2
(A2)
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Then, the viscous damping coefficient is calcu-1230

lated as in Equation A3:1231

cn = 2β
√

m ·Kn (A3)

Appendix B A global stress1232

tensor1233

accounting for1234

gravity1235

In order to evaluate the stress state of the heap,1236

one has to compute the stress tensor from the con-1237

tact forces of all the contacts. Moreover, gravity1238

being present in the simulations and at the origin1239

of the movement, gravitational forces should thus1240

be accounted for. In this subsection:1241

• S is the set containing all particles,1242

• Cext is the set containing all the contacts1243

between particles and boundaries,1244

• the upper-script ·p specifies that the quantity is1245

taken for a particle p,1246

• the upper-script ·c specifies that the quantity is1247

taken for a contact c,1248

• the sub-script ·,xi
denotes the derivative with1249

respect to xi,1250

• the total volume of the heap is noted V and can1251

be determined from the volumes of all tetrahe-1252

drons V tet given by the Delaunay triangulation1253

on particles centers (see previous section 3.3.1): 1254

V =
⋃

p∈S V
tet, 1255

• the number of underline denotes the order of a 1256

tensor (· for vectors and · for matrices), 1257

• the Kronecker symbol δij and Einstein’s nota- 1258

tion will be used, 1259

• classical sign convention for stress is adopted, 1260

where the traction vector t = σ.n applies onto 1261

the system for an outwards normal n. 1262

The global stress tensor σglob can be expressed 1263

according to the local stress tensor σ: 1264

σglob =
1

V

∫

V

σdV (B4)

One can compute σ using the divergence of the 1265

third order tensor σ⊗x (with x the position of any 1266

point in V with respect to a given, even though 1267

arbitrary, origin): 1268

(σikxj),k = σik,kxj + σikxj,k (B5)

Since the measurement is made when the heap 1269

is under equilibrium, the following equation holds, 1270

denoting g the gravitational acceleration and ρ the 1271

particle density: 1272

σij,j = −ρgi (B6)

Moreover, xj,k = δjk, thus: 1273

σikxj,k = σij (B7)
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By replacing Equation B6 and Equation B7 in1274

Equation B5 one gets:1275

σij = (σikxj),k + ρgixj (B8)

Equation B4 then gives:

σglob
ij =

1

V

∫

V

(
(σikxj),k + ρgixj

)
dV (B9)

=
1

V

∑

p∈S

∫

V p

(
(σikxj),k + ρgixj

)
dV

(B10)

because σij ̸= 0 only on V p

=
1

V

∑

p∈S

∫

V p

(σikxj),k dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
σC
ij

+
1

V

∑

p∈S

∫

V p

ρgixjdV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
σG
ij

(B11)

Particles having an homogeneous density, one1276

furthermore has, with mp and xp the mass and1277

center of p :1278

∫

V p

ρxjdV = mpxp
j (B12)

The part of σ due to gravity (σG
ij) can thus be1279

written:1280

σG
ij =

1

V

∑

p∈S
mpgix

p
j (B13)

As for the part due to contacts (σC
ij), Green-1281

Ostrogradski theorem gives:1282

σC
ij =

1

V

∑

p∈S

∫

∂V p

σikxjnkdS (B14)

Considering the traction vector t = σ.n, one 1283

has: 1284

σC
ij =

1

V

∑

p∈S

∫

∂V p

tixjdS (B15)

The traction vector is not nil only on contact 1285

points. Since the system is closed, contact forces 1286

between particles cancel each other leaving only 1287

forces comming from outside of V . As a conse- 1288

quence, one can only consider the contact forces 1289

between particles and walls. For these contacts f c
1290

denotes the contact force exerted by the wall on 1291

the particle and xc the contact point. One has: 1292

σC
ij =

1

V

∑

c∈Cext

f c
i x

c
j (B16)

Finally, the global stress tensor for a stable 1293

heap of particles made of homogeneous particles 1294

and subjected to gravity is: 1295

σglob
ij =

1

V

∑

c∈Cext

f c
i x

c
j +

1

V

∑

p∈V

mpgix
p
j (B17)

The mean stress can then be computed as p = 1296

Tr(σglob)

3
. 1297

Appendix C Influence of the 1298

wall velocity 1299

In both configurations a wall holding the particles 1300

moves in order to let them fall. The way parti- 1301

cles fall depends on the velocity at which the wall 1302
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moves, but once the heap is stabilized the mea-1303

surement of the AOR could be the same no matter1304

the velocity. This could allow the increase of the1305

wall velocity Vwall and thus the decrease of the1306

time cost. To know the influence of Vwall on the1307

AOR, a series of simulations, CLP3, is performed1308

with the clump model. Its parameters are given in1309

Table C1. For each value of the speed-up factor,1310

10 simulations are performed.1311

Figure C1 shows the results of the CLP3 series.1312

The symbols correspond to the mean measure-1313

ment over the 10 simulations performed with the1314

same Vwall and the error bars represent the stan-1315

dard deviation. One can state that in the plane1316

strain configuration Vwall does not have an effect1317

on α. However, in the axisymmetric configura-1318

tion, α decreases sharply in the transition zone1319

10 < Vwall/V
ref
wall < 100. In the plane strain con-1320

figuration, Vwall/V
ref
wall = 10, 000 can thus be used,1321

while one should restrict to Vwall/V
ref
wall = 10 in1322

the axisymmetric configuration. Table C2 gives a1323

summary of the value of Vwall used throughout all1324

AOR simulations in this paper.1325

Data availability1326

All YADE scripts used to perform the PP-CLP1327

series are available online at https://forgemia.1328
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Table 11: Parameters used when investigating a possible influence of e0 (CLP4 series, 200 simulations
in total)

Configuration Npart ρ e0 Number of samples for each e0

Plane strain 2, 150

10, 000 kg/m3

0.414± 0.010

10

0.459± 0.009
0.480± 0.008
0.495± 0.006
0.504± 0.008
0.528± 0.006
0.536± 0.008
0.553± 0.010
0.567± 0.012
0.574± 0.007

Axisymmetric 2, 468

0.419± 0.006
0.486± 0.006
0.525± 0.009
0.553± 0.006
0.577± 0.011
0.607± 0.018
0.626± 0.014
0.632± 0.010
0.655± 0.012
0.671± 0.016

Configuration Npart ρ e0 Number of samples

Plane strain
2, 150
2, 468
5, 000
10, 000
20, 000
30, 000
50, 000

10, 000 kg/m3

0.603± 0.010

10

0.604± 0.009
0.596± 0.005
0.596± 0.003
0.594± 0.002
0.591± 0.003
0.588± 0.001

Axisymmetric

0.705± 0.011
0.693± 0.010
0.729± 0.017
0.741± 0.006
0.758± 0.008
0.746± 0.016
0.736± 0.004

Table 12: Parameters of heap simulations investigating the influence of Npart (CLP5 series, 140
simulations in total)
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Configuration Npart ρ Vwall/V
ref e0 Number of samples

Plane strain 2, 150
10, 000 kg/m3 10i for i ∈ [−2, 4] ∩N 0.603± 0.010

10
Axisymmetric 2, 468 10i for i ∈ [0, 4] ∩N 0.693± 0.010

Table C1: Parameters of heap simulations investigating Vwall influence (CLP3 series, 120 simulations in
total)

Series CLP1 CLP2 CLP4 CLP5 PP1 PP-CLP

Vcyl/V
ref
cyl 1 1 10 10 - -

Vpar/V
ref
par 1 1 104 104 103 103

Table C2: Wall velocity for all series of simulations
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